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GOD gave me the power to drive out the smoke of the evil one. Yet your
readiness and your cooperation are indispensable. Are you ready? May the
holy Archangel Michael in particular and Saint John the Baptist, who looked
neither to the left nor to the right but always at GOD, assist me. Therefore,
be not scandalized at the sound, at the severity of my word. Do not say: Now
I have achieved so and so much, I have spared no effort at all, I have come
from so far and now these words from the Sword-Bishop. Bear in mind that,
if I no longer please you because of this zeal for GOD, I am pleasing to GOD
nevertheless.
Do not let the New Christians be a fruitless enterprise. The Apostles have
prayed, together with Mary, the Mother of GOD, for the HOLY SPIRIT to come.
They were thirteen. We are more and can ask the Mother of GOD for help.
If we succeed in invoking the HOLY SPIRIT that He may come, He will take
us up in His flames, as it happened with the Apostles. But woe betide you, if
you are not founded in charity, if you have not adjusted your life to the
teaching of JESUS CHRIST: Then these flames of love will be to your destruction.
Yet do not indulge now in any well-meant exercises of piety. Rather, open up
and say: LORD, will You work in me, with me, through me, out of me!, and
be ready for anything. Then GODs school will come by itself.
Excerpt from the sermon of Monday after Pentecost, 31 May 2004, second part

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!
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The New Christians
Their Mission
My beloved, with the New Christians GOD called a group of people in
order to be active for His instrument with the grace and help of GOD.
He wants this community just as He wanted it in the days of the Apostles.
Therefore Paul says: So you have become an example to all the believers.
For from you the word of the Lord has been spread abroad, not only in
Macedonia and Achaia, but in every place your faith in God has gone
forth, so that we need say nothing further. 1 Thess 1,7f
Unfortunately I had to find out by GODs permission that even those
faithful to me are liable to end up in the grip of the evil one: with doubts
about the work of GOD, with doubts about the Sword-Bishop, with:
Whatever he may preach, I will do what I think fit., with giving in to
grave sins, becoming spiritually tired
So far I have borne and endured
it in silence, I have prayed, suffered to the extent of almost breaking
down, had GOD not held me. But now He wants me to speak up.
As GODs instrument I am going through a process of development. You
are also going through this process, for we are a spiritual body after all.
In the initial stage of our calling it was the period of the FATHER, as can
be seen from the foundation of the Childrens Prayer Storm. Then came
the period, in which the SON, who allowed us to work with His kindness
and in His self-sacrificing manner, mainly guided us. He ascended the
Cross for us. But now GOD wishes the time of the HOLY SPIRIT to begin.
The HOLY SPIRIT is the Sword of GOD. If I am to speak in the HOLY
SPIRIT, then the Word is like a Sword, which no human spirit is able to
bend, twist or bow. Herein often lies much lack of understanding from
the people, because this way of the HOLY SPIRIT is strange to them and
they take offence at it. But, my beloved, it was the same with the Apostles.
How cutting were the rebukes Peter received from the SAVIOUR: Get
behind me, Satan!, when He saw how Peter was ensnared by Satan.

